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Direct Adaptive Control of Multi-Input Plants with Magnitude
Saturation Constraints

Mac Schwager and Anuradha M. Annaswamy

Abstract-A direct-adaptive controller is proposed for
multi-input plants with input magnitude saturation. It is proved
that for a bounded region of initial states and parameter errors,
bounded trajectories are ensured for an unstable plant. For
open-loop stable plants, global stability is guaranteed regardless
of initial conditions. The proposed controller is demonstrated in
numerical simulation with an unstable second order, two input
plant.

I. INTRODUCTION

C ONTROL of systems with constrained inputs is a
\ theoretically challenging problem and one of immense

practical importance. Actuators subject to saturation and
bandwidth constraints are ubiquitous in control applications.
Actuator constraints can degrade system performance and
potentially lead to instability if they are not accounted for in
control system design. In particular, adaptive control
techniques are especially susceptible to destabilization from
saturating actuators since saturation errors can lead to
parameter estimation errors, in turn leading to instability.

In [1]-[6], adaptive control approaches for plants in the
presence of saturation have been developed. In [1], Karason
and Annaswamy introduce a saturation compensation method
for direct-adaptive control, and show that for a single input
plant with output feedback, bounded trajectories can be
guaranteed for a range of initial conditions regardless of the
stability properties of the open-loop plant. Reference [2]
presents a modification of [ 1 ] that allows for stable adaptation
without hard actuator saturation. In [3], a viable control
strategy is proposed without formal proof of stability or
boundedness. In [4], the authors review the current state of
the art of adaptive control with input constraints. They note
that most current algorithms are applicable to
indirect-adaptive control, and many rest on the assumption
that the plant is open-loop stable. No multi-input saturation
compensation strategies are mentioned. An indirect adaptive
control strategy is developed in [5] for open-loop stable
plants with possible zeros in the RHP. In [6], current
saturation compensation methods are used for the problem of
reconfigurable flight control.

All of these papers have focused primarily on single input,
single output (SISO) systems. To the authors' knowledge,
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there currently exist no formal attempts to demonstrate
stability or boundedness for multi-input, multi-output
(MIMO), direct-adaptive systems subject to saturation
constraints. In fact, it can be argued that susceptibility to
saturation errors is a major factor inhibiting the
implementation of direct-adaptive control in a wide range of
MIMO applications.

In this paper, we develop an extension ofthe result in [1] to
multivariable plants. The technique proposed in [1] consists
of modifying the error signal used for training adaptive gains
so as to remove the effects of saturation from the error, and is
often given the name Training Signal Hedging (TSH) as in
[2,10]. The proof methodology for the multi-input case is
similar to the single input case, though there are features that
require significant modification. As in [1], we provide a
region of initial conditions for which bounded trajectories are
guaranteed for a multi-input adaptive system with
magnitude-constrained inputs. This region is shown to extend
to the entire state space if the plant is open-loop stable.

This paper is organized as follows: In section II we pose
the multi-input problem, state the stability result in a theorem,
and provide a proof. Section III contains simulation results,
and a summary is presented in section IV.

II. FORMULATION FOR A MULTI-INPUT PLANT

Consider a plant model of the form
x-= Ax+BPAEj(u)+BpAf,

where x E-9 is the fully measurable state vector, u E im is
the input vector. Also, A E S'x1 is unknown, BEE mnx is

known, A c 9mxn is unknown and diagonal with positive
entries, and f E 91tm is unknown. The requirement that Bp is
known with A diagonal and unknown can be replaced by a
completely unknown Bp, but the complication of the resulting
adaptive controller obscures the main stability result. The
function Es(.) is an elliptical multi-dimensional saturation
function defined by

u
E (u) = {

u

where g(u) is given by

if lul < g(u)
if lul > g(u)'

(2)

g(u) [
I
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U denotes the unit vector in the direction of u, Umaxi is
U

the saturation limit of the 1th actuator, and u is given by
u-= eg(u)eg (3)

The vector norm 11.11 is the Euclidean norm. The actuators
saturate symmetrically in this formulation, though
asymmetric saturation limits can be treated straightforwardly
with the same approach. Two aspects of this saturation
function should be noted. First, the function g(u) returns the
magnitude of the projection of u onto the boundary of the
m-dimensional ellipsoid defined by llull = g(u), and hence

E5(.) is denoted as an elliptical saturation function. Second,
from (3) it is clear that the output of E5(.) is direction
preserving (see Figure 1).

U2

lUmax2 /I

U

Umax2~~ mx

Fig. 1. A schematic of the elliptical saturation function Es(.) for m 2 is
shown in this figure. Notice that it is direction preserving.

The elliptical saturation function was used in this formulation
for analytical expediency. A more realistic rectangular
saturation function will be discussed later.
A reference model whose state represents the desired state

of the plant is chosen as

xm = Amxm + Bmr, (4)
where x

n
=-n, and r ci is a bounded reference input

vector so that r <rmax. Note that r and u are not necessarily

of the same dimension, therefore this architecture can be used
for adaptive control allocation, as described in [9]. We also
require that Am E ,nxn is Hurwitz, which is a standard
requirement in adaptive control. The goal is to choose u so
that e = X - Xm is as small as possible, and all signals in the
closed-loop system remain bounded.
A standard feedback/feedforward control structure is

chosen as
u = Kxx + Krr + kf. (5)

We assume that there exist ideal gain matrices K* E ,mxn
and K* E- mxl , and an ideal constant vector k* E Sm thatr ~~~~~~~~~~~~f
result in perfect model following, so that Ap + B AK* = Am

B AKr = Bm and B A(k1 +±) = 0. Define the parameter
errors to be

Kx = Kx K:,r =Kr-Kr K,and kf =k-k k-. (6)
Then subtracting (4) from (1) and substituting with (5) and

(6), the closed-loop error dynamics can be written

e=Ame+BpA(Kxx+Krr+kf +Au), (7)
where Au = u - Es(u) represents the control deficiency signal,
as in [1]. To eliminate the adverse effects of the disturbance
Au, we generate a signal eA as

eA = AmeA + B diag(A)Au,
where X e 9 m is a vector, the terms of which are the
estimates ofthe diagonal terms ofthe unknown matrix A. The
effects due to saturation can be removed from the error in (7)
by defining the augmented error as e, = e - eA, which can be
written

eu =Ameu +BpA(Kxx+Krr+kf)+Bpdiag(Au)n, (8)
where diag(Q) =A - diag(A), and exploiting the fact that

diag(A)Au = diag(Au)u.
Since (8) is in a standard form relevant to several adaptive

systems, we choose the adaptive laws for adjusting the
parameters K,,Kr, kf ,and ; as

Kx =F-FxBp Pe.X Kr =F-rBP PeurT

kf = -F1BP Peu, and A = F2diag(Au)BpPe,, (9)
where A1§ p + PAm Q, and Q, F, Fr, 1f, and Fr are

positive definite. Define a Lyapunov function candidate V as
V = e TPe + Tr(K TF7'AKx)+ (10)

Tr(rr-AI
+ k Tr, -'Ak + ,qTFA-',q,Tr(KrkFr- AKr)±jF'A ±F'2

Since all F and A are positive definite, Vis positive definite in
eu,kxkrK J and A . Taking the time derivative along the
system trajectories leads to V eQe, < 0, which implies

that the signals eK, kx^KrI kf and A are bounded. Define

Kmax so that

Kmax =max(sup Kx ,sup Kr ,sup kf
For efficiency of notation we define the following:

Pmin min eig(Q),
Pmin = min eig(P),
Pmax =maxeig(P),

p=
inPmi

Umin =min(umaxi )

umax =max(umaxj)max

PB= PBPA,
Ymax =max(eig(rx ), eig(Fr ), eig(Ff )¢eig(F,,)) ,

Amin = min(eig(A)) ,

All vector norms are Euclidean norms and the matrix norm PB
is the induced matrix norm, which has the property

PBPAx < PB ||x|| . Also, define
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A= PBKmax

KX +Kmax

aO K' " -2+Kma

3PBKmd, (rmaX + 1) + 3PB K rma + 2PBUmdx + PB ||k
qmin 3PB Kma,

PBaO ,and
q -2PB K

(11) Theorem 1 follows directly.

Step 1:
(12) In this step we show that B ci A. First, from condition (ii)

from theorem 1 it follows that Kmax < Kmax .Substituting the

(13)

(14)

q QK~ ±2u ~k1 ~J 2PB ~K .(1 5)min- ( r Uma +f min |X

3B+3 (rmax + 1)qmin 2P |X||

Assumption Al. umin is such that ao > 0.

Assumption Al implies that there is a constraint on the size of
the unknown disturbance given by

u miKma

2(K* + Kma)

Theorem 1. Under assumption Al, for the system in (1) with
the controller in (5) and the adaptive laws in (9), x(t) has
bounded trajectoriesfor all t > to if

i. ||x(t1)|| <Xmax ,and
p

ii. AWESto < Ka min-
max

Further,

||x(t)ll <Xmax Vt > to
and the output error e is ofthe order

llell = Osup||Au(r)].
Tz<t

Proof. We shall choose a positive definite function, W(x), as

W = xTPx (16)
and define a level set, B, of Was

B: {x W(x) = Pmmn4max }, (17)

where xmax is as defined in (14). Now define the annulus
region A as

A: {x Xmin < |Xl < Xmax I, (18)

where xmin is defined in (13). The proof proceeds in 2 steps. In
step 1 we show that condition (ii) from theorem 1 implies that
B c A. In step 2 we show that W < o Vx E A. Condition (i)
from theorem 1 implies that

W(x(to)) < W(B).
Therefore the results of step 1, and step 2, imply that

W(x(t)) < W(x(to)) Vt > to.

expression for , leads to

3Kma (rma+ 1) + 3K rmax + 2umax + ||k*max(rmx3P qm1 2PfK aO

min B max q 2PBK* ||
(19)

The inequality in (19) with the definitions of Xmin and Xmax
from (13) and (14) respectively, directly implies

Pxmmn < Xmax.
From (16), W(x) can be bounded from

Pmin|x < W(x), which implies from (17) that

|x|| <Xmax Vx E B.

(20)
below by

Likewise, from (16), W(x) can be bounded from above by

W(x) < pmaxx , which implies from (20) and (17) that

Xmin < Xmax < |x Vx E B.

p

From the definition ofA in (18) we conclude therefore that
B c( A.

Step 2:
We now show that W < 0 Vx e A.

Case A: ||Au| = 0

From (1), (2), and (6), we get

x = A,x+ BPA(Kxx+Krr+kf),
which leads to

W =XT_(Q+ 2PBPAKX)x +

2PBpA(Krr+ Kr + kf)x.

Bounding quantities on the right hand side using previous
definitions gives

W< (2PBKmax -qmj; + 2PBKmax (rmax +bx

+2PB Kr rmax x.

From condition (ii) of theorem 1 and from the definition of
Kmax it follows that

(21)
Kmax <Kmax <3P

Therefore

2PBKmax (r, + 1) +2PBK* rm
W < 0 if ||X|| > (q + + ,r2Ka

The choice of xmin in (13) implies that

2PBKmax (rmax + 1) + 2PB K rmax

min (q I -2PBK
qmin max )
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Hence,

W<o Vx E A in case A. (22)

Case B: ||Au|| .0
Equations (1), (2), (5), and (6) give

x=Amx-BpAKxX+BpAu +BpAf. (23)

Take the time derivative of (16) along the trajectories of (23)
to get

W = -xTQX 2xTPB AK*x +
p ~~~(24)

2xTPBpA(u + f).

Sub-case (i): 2XTPB Au < -U-i6 x
Using (24) and the condition for sub-case (i), and previously
defined upper bounds, we can bound W by

x<|X| 2PB K* qin +

|Ix I2PB |If | X|UminU6-
This implies that if

qW i -2PBa then W<0. (25)

From the definition of Xmax in (14), we have therefore that

W <O Vx E A in case B, sub-case (i). (26)

Sub-case (ii): 2xTPB Au . -U-i1116 x
From (3), the condition for sub-case (ii) implies that

TpB-xPpl1 |u| + ||X||Uminl 2 O.

Substituting for u from (5), and for K, from (6) gives

2XTpBpA(K x+Krr+kj)+ XUminjG >

-2xTPB AK*x.p x

Then adding terms to create W on the right hand side gives

-xTQx + 2xTPBA(KPxx+Krr+kf +

XuminIJ +2XTpB A +2xTPBpf >W.

Simplifying with (6),
-xTQX+2xTPBpA(KPxx+Krr+kf)+

||X u-m1/ + 2XTPBAu->W

and using (15) and previous definitions to bound unknown
quantities

min + PB(Kmax |x +Kmaxrmax + K; rmax +Kmax)+

|X||U/+2llXlPBUmax >W

(27)
We note from (5) that

u K| +KmaX +K*| +Kmax)jmax + k +Kmax)K
(28)

and from (1 1) that
0 < A < PB- (29)

Using (28) and (29) in (27) gives

.X (3PBKmax -qmin)+ lxll(3PBKmax (rmax + 1) + 3PB K rmax)+
X(2PBUmaxB~ ~ ~~~~~~~~~ma

|||(PB max + PB ||rfl
(30)

Then, from (21) and (30) we know that
3PBKmax(rmax + 1) + 3PB Kr ||rmax + 2PBUmax +PB k|

qmin B max

implies that W < 0 . From the definition of xmin in (13), we
have that

W<0 Vx e A in case B, sub-case (ii). (31)
From (22), (26), and (31) it follows that

W<O VxeA.

Remark 1. In the case of magnitude saturation, global
stability is impossible for an unstable plant. Initial conditions
can always be found to cause the plant state to become
unbounded regardless of the controller. Thus any stability
result for unstable plants must be local in nature, as the one
presented in Theorem 1.

Remark 2. In the case of an open loop stable plant, bounded
trajectories are guaranteed for all initial conditions. If A, is
stable, (1) is BIBO stable, and (2) implies that ES(u) is
bounded, therefore x is bounded.

Remark 3. Determining u- in (2) can be computationally
burdensome, especially for m > 2. A simpler and more
intuitively compelling saturation function is given by RS(u),
where the elements of R, are defined by the ordinary
saturation function

uif li < maxl ,(2

Rs= sat(u) umai sgn(u,) if Ud >U i3
for i= 1,...,m.

This saturation function can be expressed as the sum of a
direction preserving component and an error component, so
that

R
u if ||U|| < h(u)Ud +U if ||U|| > h(u)

where
Ud = eh(u).

As before, e is the unit vector in the direction of u, and h(u)
returns the magnitude of the projection of u onto the
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hyper-rectangle defined by the saturation limits umax,i, where i
= 1, ..., m. In this formulation, Ud is in the same direction as u

and u is an error vector. Figure 2 illustrates the nature ofR,(.)
for the case when m = 2.

Simulation results are shown in Figs. 3-5. Figure 3 shows
the L2 norm of the tracking error for the adaptive system with
and without multi-input TSH. It can be clearly seen that with
TSH the tracking error converges to zero asymptotically,
whereas without TSH the tracking error becomes unbounded.

IU2

Umax2

R.(u)

Umaxi

U1

Fig. 2. A schematic of the rectangular saturation function for m = 2 is
shown above. Notice that it is not necessarily direction preserving, that is,

0 in general.

It can be shown that u is a bounded vector, whose bound
depends upon the bound of the state xmax. This in turn causes

the extension of the above proof to the case of rectangular
saturation to become more complex, and is beyond the scope
ofthis paper. However, this case is explored in the simulation
results in the next section, which show that for a rectangular
saturation function, bounded trajectories can be achieved for
a larger set of initial conditions than for the elliptical
saturation function.

III. SIMULATIONS

Numerical simulations were carried out to demonstrate the
usefulness of the proposed saturation compensation
technique. An unstable, second order, two input plant in the
form of (1) whose dynamics are given by

Ap =0 B = 01°0 A = 0 , and f =0°

(33)
was chosen for simulation. The reference model was selected
in the form of (4) with dynamics given by

in

0 2 00 1
The input, u, to the plant in (33) was constrained according to
the rectangular saturation function R,(u) given in (32) where

Umaxi = Umax 2 .5.

All initial conditions were set to zero except for the initial
value for i(t), which was set to

A(0) =[i 1]

A constant input r was given to the reference model at t = 0

where

r=[-1 IjT.

As stated previously, the task is for all signals in the adaptive
system to remain bounded while the error, e, remains as small
as possible.

Fig. 3. The L2 norm of the tracking error is shown in this figure for the
adaptive system with and without muli-input TSH. With TSH the error

converges asymptotically to zero. Without TSH the error becomes
unbounded.

TSH n

10

-10

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35
t (S)

O 5 10 15 20 25 30 35
t (s)

Fig. 4. The control input activity is shown in this figure for the adaptive
system with multi-input TSH. Saturation occurs initially for both inputs,
however the control signals remain well behaved. After t = lOs the control
signal remains within the saturation limits.

The control input activity for the adaptive system with and
without TSH is shown in Figs. 4 and 5. With TSH (Fig. 4), the
controls saturate, but remain well behaved. After t = lOs the
control signals remain within the saturation limits. Without
TSH (Fig. 5), both input signals saturate and diverge.

TSH off

M 510 15 20 25 30 M5
t (s)

Fig. 5. The control input activity is shown in this figure for the adaptive
system without multi-input TSH. Both input signals saturate severely and
become unbounded.
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As discussed in Remark 3, it is interesting to see in
simulation the difference between the more realistic
rectangular saturation function, R,(u), and the more
analytically attractive elliptical saturation function, Es(u). The
same simulation scenario described above was performed
with the two saturation functions. Figure 6 shows that for the
system with Rs the error converges to zero asymptotically,
whereas with E, the error becomes unbounded, giving
evidence that Es leads to a smaller region of initial conditions
for which bounded trajectories are obtained.

2 -

i7F-1

0

Figures 7 and 8 show phase trajectories ofthe input signals
for R, and E5, respectively. Partial outlines of the saturation
boundaries can be seen in both cases. The input signal for the
rectangular function saturates intermittently, but settles
within the saturation limits. The input signal with the
elliptical function saturates and becomes unbounded, again
giving evidence that E, leads to a smaller region of initial
conditions for which bounded trajectories are obtained.

IV. SUMMARY

In this paper, we have developed an extension of the
Rectangular approach used in [1] to multivariable plants with

- -EllipDtir-al -1...._ipIic~ magnitude-constrained inputs. It is shown that for initial
conditions of the system state and the adaptive control
parameters that lie inside a bounded region, bounded

_____________________________ trajectories are guaranteed. This region is shown to extend to
10 15 20 25 30 35 the entire state space if the plant is open-loop stable.

i; (j)
Fig. 6. The L2 norm of the tracking error is shown in this figure for the
adaptive system with rectangular and elliptical saturation functions. With
the rectangular function the error converges asymptotically to zero. With the
elliptical function the error becomes unbounded.

rectangular saturation
10 F10 _sat(u)
e

gas u

0

-5

-110L
-10 -5 0 5 10

Fig. 7. The input space is shown for the rectangular saturation function. The
outline of the saturation boundary is visible.

elliptical saturation
=-ii

10

5

W5

-10
-10

sat(u)
U

-5 0
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